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On Essential Components of the Set of Fixed Points
By Shin'ichi KINOSHITA
Let X be a compact metric space and let / be a continuous mapping
of X into itself. A fixed point p of / was called by M. K. Fort Jr.1}
an essential fixed point of /, if for every neighbourhood U of p there
exists δ>0 such that every g£Xx with \g—f\<^8 has at least one fixed
point in U. Then for example, the identity mapping of the interval
[0, 1] has no essential fixed point. We shall introduce in this note a
notion of essential components (see below) of the set of fixed points:
thus if X is an absolute retract2\ then every continuous mapping of X
into itself has essential components of the set of fixed points and if X
is an absolute neighbourhood retract3), then every continuous mapping
of X into itself which is homotopic to a constant mapping has the same
property.
I express my sincere thanks to Prof. H. Terasaka for his valuable
advices.
1. Let X be a compact metric sρace4) and let / be a mapping5) of
X into itself. Let / have fixed points and let A be the set of all fixed
points, C being a component of A. Then C will be called an essential
component of A, if for every open set U which contains C there exists
δ such that every g£Xx with \g—f\<ζβ has at least one fixed point in
Ϊ7. We say that X has property F! if every mapping of X into itself
has at least one essential component of the set of fixed points.
Theorem 1. Property Fr is invariant wider retraction^.
Proof. Let Y be a retract of a compact space X having property
1) M. K. Fort Jr.: Essential and nonessentίal fixed points, Amer. Jour. Math. 72 (1950),
pp. 315-322.
2) In the sense of K. Borsuk. See, K. Borsuk: Sur let retractes, Fund. Math. 17 (1931),
pp. 152-170.
3) In the sense of K. Borsuk. See, K. Borsuk: Ueber eine Klasse von lokal zusammen-
hangenden Raumen, Fund. Math. 19 (1932), pp. 220-242.
4) In this note we assume that the space is separable metric.
5) In this note every mapping means a continuous mapping.
6) Lee y be a closed subset of X. If there exists a mapping r of X onto y such that
r(x) = x for x £ y, then Y is called by K. Borsuk a retract of X and the mapping r, a retrac-
tion of X onto y. Cf. K. Borsuk, Fund. Math. 17. loc. cit.
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Ff and let r be a retraction of X onto Y. Let f be a mapping of Γ into
itself. Then fr is a mapping of X into itself. Since X has property
Fr, there exists an essential component C of the set of fixed points of
fr. Clearly C is a component of the set of all fixed points of /. If U
is an open subset (of Y) which contains C, then there exists an open
subset Vf (of X) with Z7' Y= U. It follows that for 17' there exists S>0
such that every g'£XΣ with |0'-/r|<δ.has at least one fixed point
in U'. Let g be a mapping of Y into itself with g — f\<^δ Since
I gr~fr |<δ, it follows that gr has at least one fixed point in U f . Clearly
this fixed point is contained in Y. Therefore g has at least one fixed
point in Z7' Y— U, and the proof is complete.
Lemma 1. The Hilbert cube I
ω
 has property Ff.
Proof. The Hilbert cube has the fixed point property7'. Let /e/£ ω
and let A be the set of all fixed points of /. Let A be decomposed into
components C
Λ











 is essential component, then for every C
Λ
 there exists an
open set U
Λ
 which contains C
Λ
 satisfying the following conditions : for
every δ>0 there exists 0
Λ
€/ ί ω with \g
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It can easily be seen that there exist two finite open coverings { Vt }
and \Wt\ (i = 1, 2, ... ,ri) (of A) which satisfy the following conditions:
(4) Wt<Vt,
(5) Vt Vj = 0 for iφ;,
(6) V
c
 contains at least one CXi with Uxι ^  Fέ .
Since /„— Σ"-ι Wt ^
s
 compact and / has no fixed point on it, there
exists an α>0 such that \x — f(x)\^>a for α?6/
ω
--Σ£=ι W« Since V^
contains at least one C
αί
 with UXi^Vl9 there exists a mapping gt with
|Λ — /l<Cα having no fixed point in Vt.
Using vectorial notation, we construct the mapping φ as follows :
φ(x) = f(& for #e/
ω
-Σ*-ιK ,
φ(χ) = gt(χ) for Λ? £Wt ,
-Σf-i 70' d^ ^ O + ^ Λ-Σi"-! 70
for xeVt-W.
7) See for instance, C. Kuratowski: Topologie II (1950), p. 263
8) d (Λ , A) means the distance from x to A.
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It is easily seen that \φ — f\<^a, and consequently φ£lτ has no
fixed point, which is impossible, and the proof is complete.
By Therem 1 and Lemma 1 it follows immediately the
Theorem 2. Every absolute retract9^ has property F'.
2. Lemma 2. Let X be an absolute neighbourhood retract™ \ If
feX1*, then for every 6>0 there exists δ>0 such that for every g^XΣ
with \g — ff\<^8 ^ϋithin Xx(f'=f\XyΏ there exists an extension φ of g
on 7
ω
 relative to X with \φ — f\<^£.
Proof. Let X be imbedded in 7
ω
 and let / be a mapping of 7
ω
 into
X. Since X is an absolute neghbourhood retract, there exist a neighbour-
hood U of X and a retraction r of 17 onto X. For 8/2 there exists δ'^>0
such that d(x,X}<V yields x-r(x}\<^£/2.
By a lemma of K. Borsuk12 ^  for 8' there exist δ>0 such that for
every g£Xx with \g — f r \ < ^ δ ( f f = f \ X ) there exists an extension φf of g
on I
ω
 relative to 7
ω
 with lr/-/|<δ'.
Using this δ, let g£Xx with |#-/'|<δ. Then there exists an
extension φr which satisfies the above condition. Let φ=rφr. Then
|^-y|<6/2. Since |^-/|<δ'^δ/2, it follows |r/>-/|<6 and φ is
an extension of g on I
ω
 relative to X, and the proof is complete.
Theorem 3. Let X be an absolute neighbourhood retract. If f G Xx
is homotopic to a constant mapping, then f has at least one essential
component of the set of fixed points.
Proof. Let X be imbedded in 7
ω
. If f£XΣ is homotopic to a
constant mapping, then there exists an extension φ of / on 7
ω
 relative
to XL*\ Since 7
ω
 has property Fr by Lemma 1, φ has an essential
component C of the set of fixed points, and C is at the same time a
component of the set of all fixed points of /. Let U be an open subset
(of X} which contains C. Then there exists an open subset E7' of 7
ω
 with
9) A compact separable metric space is an absolute retract if and only if it is homeo
morphic to a retract of 7
ω
. K. Borsuk, Fund. Math. 17, loc. cit.
10) A closed subset Y of X is a neighbourhood retract of X if there exists an open set
U which contains Y and there exists a retraction of U on Y. A compact separable metric
space X is an absolute neighbourhood retract .if and only if X is homeomorphic to a neigh-
bourhood retract of 7^. K. Borsuk, Fund. Math. 19, loc. cit.
11) / I X means the partial mapping of / operating only on X.
12) The lemma of K. Borsuk is as follows: let M be a separable metric space, A a
closed subset of M and/6/ i ' Then for every ε>0 there exists δ>0 such that for every
g£lω with \g (*)-/ (»|<δ for x$A there exists an extension φ of g on M relative to 7
ω
with |φ-/|<e. K. Borsuk, Fund. Math. 19, loc. cit. p. 227.
13) K. Borsuk, Fund. Math. 19, loc. cit. p. 229.
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Uf X=U. It follows that for Ur there exists δ'>0 such that every φf
with \φr—φ\<^δf has at least one fixed point in 17'. For S' there exists
satisfying the condition of Lemma 2. Then for every g£X* with
there exists an extension φf of # on 7
ω
 relative to X with
Therefore φr has at least one fixed point in E7'. Since this
fixed point of φr is contained in X, g has at least one fixed point in
Uf X=U, and the proof is complete.
PROBLEM. Does there exist a space which has the fixed point property
but which has not property Fr ?
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